Coronary care nurses' clinical decision making.
Increasing acuity of hospitalized persons with cardiac disease places great demands on nurses' decision-making abilities. Yet nursing lags in knowledge-based system development because of limited understanding about how nurses use knowledge to make decisions. The two research questions for this study were: how do the lines of reasoning used by experienced coronary care nurses compare with those used by new coronary care nurses in a representative sample of hypothetical patient cases, and are the predominant lines of reasoning used by coronary care nurses in hypothetical situations similar to those used for comparable situations in clinical practice? Line of reasoning was defined as a set of arguments in which knowledge is embedded within decision-making processes that lead to a conclusion. Sixteen subjects (eight experienced and eight new nurses) from coronary care and coronary step-down units in a large, private, teaching hospital in Minnesota, USA, were asked to think aloud while making clinical decisions about six hypothetical cases and comparable actual case. One finding was that most subjects in both groups used multiple lines of reasoning per case; but they used only one predominantly. This finding highlighted the non-linear nature of clinical decision making. Subjects used 25 predominant lines of reasoning, with intergroup differences on six of them. Where there were differences, experienced nurses used lines of reasoning of lower quality than did new subjects. The type variability in lines of reasoning suggested that multiple pathways should be incorporated into knowledge-system design. One implication of the variability in subjects' line of reasoning quality is that nurses at all levels of expertise are fallible and could benefit from decision support. The finding that subjects tended to use similar lines of reasoning for comparable hypothetical and actual cases was modest validation of subjects' performance on hypothetical cases as representing their decision making in practice. Consequently, there was support for using simulations and case studies in teaching and studying clinical decision making.